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QUESTION 1

Which layer of the Enterprise Class Structure (ECS) contains generalized assets that are then extended by specific
implementations? 

A. Division 

B. Organization 

C. Implementation 

D. Framework 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Select two actions can you do with the Pega API? (Choose Two) 

A. Create a new case 

B. Add a property to a data class. 

C. Access data from a data page 

D. Update a decision table. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are tasked with configuring a screen flow. The requirement states that every step in the screen flow must be
executed sequentially. 

Which of the following two options do you select on each assignment shape to configure the screen flow to meet this
requirement? (Choose Two) 

A. Only allow navigating back to this step 

B. Save on last step 

C. Perform post-processing when navigating away from step 

D. Enable navigation link 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 4

What is the difference between using the Call and Branch methods in an activity step to invoke other activities? 

A. Branch overrides the security restrictions of the called activity allowing you to easily test code; it will not run in
production. 

B. Branch creates a new thread to allow asynchronous processing, while Call runs in the thread from it was invoked. 

C. Call provides more robust debugging capability than Branch, while Branch provides better run-time performance. 

D. Call returns to the originating activity, while Branch skips the remainder of the originating activity. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which option represents the relationship between mixins, controls, and formats? 

A. A control specifies a format which uses a mixin. 

B. A control specifies a mixin which defines a format. 

C. A format uses a mixin that defines a control. 

D. A mixin specifies a control which defines a format. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two of the following statements are the most accurate with respect to the error handler flow? (Choose Two) 

A. The standard connector error handler flow can help recover from transient errors. 

B. The error handler flow is invoked if the error is not handled elsewhere. 

C. The error handler flow is the recommended way to handle all integration errors. 

D. The standard error handler flow is final and cannot be customized. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 7

A new system architect asks you how user access to attachments is managed. In your response, you indicate there are
two ways to configure attachment access. Which statement is the best next sentence of your response? 

A. User access can be configured by when rule or case type. 

B. User access can be configured by privilege and/or when rule. 

C. User access can be configured by attachment class. 

D. User access can be configured by circumstancing the attachment category. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two of the following options are benefits of using skin inheritance? (Choose Two) 

A. Creating standard styles in a parent skin are easier to maintain. 

B. Child skins can reuse mixins and formats from other child skins with the same parent. 

C. In order to maintain consistency, child skins cannot modify formats and mixins from the parent skin. 

D. Child skins only need to customize the parent skin. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 9

When creating a new ruleset version, what extra step must the system architect perform? 

A. There are no extra steps if the ruleset version is up-to-date. 

B. Change the decision table item numbers. 

C. Lock the ruleset to prevent automatic versioning. 

D. Rulesets cannot be versioned. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 10

You want to create a new major version (02) of ruleset ABC. The current major version (01) of ABC includes the
following rules: Rule Type Rule Name Availability New DisputeCharge No Data Transform CopyOrder Withdrawn
Activity UpdateInventory Yes Decision Table CalculateShippingCost Blocked 

Assuming that each listed rule is the highest version of that rule, which two rules are copied to the new version of ABC? 

A. UpdateInventory 

B. CopyOrder 

C. CalculateShippingCost 

D. DisputeCharge 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 11

An error is generated as a connector invokes a remote service. Which of the following could be an example of a
transient error? 

A. The request is sent to the wrong system. 

B. The service is running on a system that is temporarily not available. 

C. The returned order total is incorrectly calculated. 

D. The request format is not understood by the service. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12

When configuring a screen flow, you identify a single harness to define the navigation style for the screen flow. Where is
the harness identified? 

A. On the Design tab of the screen flow 

B. On the Flow Action connectors 

C. On the Start shape 

D. On each Assignment shape 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 13

Which three statements are true about Obj- methods? (Choose three.) 

A. Obj-Browse allows you to return a page list of data on the clipboard. 

B. Obj-Delete-By-Handle requires a page on the clipboard to delete an instance. 

C. Obj-Refresh-and-Lock can acquire the lock and refresh a page if stale. 

D. Obj-Save always performs an immediate write to the database to ensure data integrity. 

E. Obj-Open loads an instance of a class from a database onto the clipboard. 

Correct Answer: ACE  

 

QUESTION 14

What are two consequences of exposing columns for reporting? (Choose two.) 

A. Backward chaining declare expressions cannot use exposed properties. 

B. Record inserts and updates require more processing time. 

C. Tables require additional space due to additional columns. 

D. The database may not comply with normalization standards. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 15

What effect does the Use all workbasket assignments in user\\'s work group option have on how workbaskets are
searched when using the Get Next Work functionality? 

A. This option limits the workbasket search to only those workbaskets defined in the user\\'s work group. 

B. This option organizes all assignments in all of the workbaskets the user is associated with into a single list before the
list is filtered and sorted. 

C. The workbaskets associated with the user are checked first. If no assignments are found in the user\\'s workbaskets,
the user\\'s worklist is checked. 

D. When a user clicks the Next Assignment link, the system checks the user\\'s worklist. If assignments are available in
the user\\'s worklist, the assignments are filtered and sorted. 

Correct Answer: A 
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